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ABSTRACT
Modeling and simulation of a software
process is one way a company can decide
which software process and/or its
adjustment is the best solution for its current
project. Since there are many different
approaches to modeling and simulation and
all of them have pros and cons, the very first
task is the selection of the appropriate and
useful model and simulation approach for
the current domain and selected conditions.
In this paper we focus on applying a discrete
event based modeling and simulation
approach and system dynamics modeling
and simulation approach to the real case
study of the software process. The issue is
the comparison of the approaches that
should answer the questions: what type of
information can we get from the simulation
results and how can we use it for decisions
about the software process.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Business processes represent the core of
company behaviour. They define
activities which companies (i.e. their
employees) perform to satisfy their
customers. For a definition of the term
business process, we use the definition

from [1]: “Business process is a set of
one or more linked procedures or
activities which collectively realize a
business objective or policy goal,
normally within the structure defining
functional roles and relationships.” A
process of IS development is called the
software process. The software process
is also a kind of business process but it
has its specific aspects[2].
Software engineering is a discipline that
is involved in software process
development and maintenance [3]. The
main purpose is risk and cost reduction
during software development.
A process development could be divided
into activities of different kinds as is
defined by the process life-cycle
engineering [4]. The process life cycle
spiral includes these activities: Metamodeling;
Modeling,
Analysis;
Simulation; Redesign; Visualization;
Prototyping,
walk-through
and
performance support; Administration;
Integration; Environment generation;
Instantiation
and
enactment;
Monitoring, recording and auditing;
History
capture
and
replay;
Articulation; Evolution; Process asset
management. Description of every
activity is provided in [4].
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Since we are cooperating with local
software development companies on the
development of the best practices for the
software development, our intention was
to use modeling and simulation tools for
the examination of software processes in
companies. Although we know, that
there are many approaches and tools [5],
at the very beginning we just wanted to
use our own business modeling tool
called BPStudio [6,7]. BPStudio is a
discrete event based modeling and
simulation tool that was primarily
developed for the modeling and
simulation of classic business processes.
We have created some models in that
tool and soon realized, that the software
process is actually very specific. The use
of our tool was limited to some extent of
getting some of the desired information
from the simulation. We have realized
that the discrete event based simulation
cannot really fulfill all our expectations
and we decided to involve some other
approaches.
In this paper we are going to describe an
application of a discrete event based
modeling and simulation approach and a
system
dynamics
modeling
and
simulation approach to the real case
study of the software process. The goal
is a comparison of the approaches that
should answer the questions: what type
of information can we get from the
simulation results and how can we use it
for decisions about the software process.
This paper is organized as follows:
section 2 describes the ways of software
process modeling and simulation;
section 3 presents our tool and method
for discrete event based modeling and
simulation; section 4 summarizes the
system dynamics approach for modeling
and simulation of software processes. In

section 5 we present the case study of
the software process, its modeling and
simulation using both approaches and
we discuss result. Section 6 concludes
and discusses the future work.
2 SOFTWARE PROCESS
MODELING AND SIMULATION
There exist many modeling techniques
for process modeling as is mentioned in
[8]. On the other hand, the software
process is quite specific [9] and it has
been characterized as “the most complex
endeavor
humankind
has
ever
attempted” [10]. However, software
process could be modeled formally [11].
The main objectives and goals for
software process modeling are defined in
[11]:
─ facilitate human understanding and
communication
─ support process improvement
─ support process management
─ automated guidance in performing
process
─ automated execution support
─ simulation
A simulation is a specific objective for
the modeling and it has been used in the
last two decades for the software process
[12]. For a planned project, it enables
calculating or predicting: cost (effort),
duration, or its schedule. More specific,
main reasons why to simulate is defined
in [5]:
─ strategic management [13,14]
─ planning [14]
─ control and operational management
[14]
─ process improvement and technology
adoption [14]
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─ understanding, [14] and
─ training and learning [14]
Generally, simulation helps to achieve
the optimal balance among quality,
budget and duration [15]. Simulation
helps forecast and quantify process
trajectories in respect to their actual
performance [16].
Here are the leading paradigms used for
software process simulation [5]:
─ discrete event simulation [17] –
controlled by discrete events
occurrence, useful for modeling
activity orchestration
─ continuous
simulation
System
Dynamics [17,18] – controlled by
continuous time and change of
parameters in process is modeled as
system of differential equations
─ state-based simulation – not widely
used
─ hybrid model [19,15] – combines
approach of discrete event approach
and continuous simulation system
dynamics
─ knowledge-based simulation[16] textual and primarily used for
process
understanding
and
educational purposes
─ agent-based simulation [20] - just
starting to be applied to system and
software development
─ qualitative [21]
3 PETRI NETS AND THE BPM
METHOD
Petri Nets are one of the formal
mechanisms used for the description,
verification and simulation of processes.
The classical Petri Nets were founded by
Carl Adam Petri [22] as a basic tool to
describe chemical processes, but since

then they have evolved into very strong
process modeling technique that
supports temporal aspects of the process,
stochastic behavior, hierarchisation of
the models and even description of
process resources and data (High-Level
Petri Nets [23]). Properties of Petri Nets
have been studied for over 40 years and
this research makes Petri Nets a very
well defined mechanism for verification
and simulation of processes.
Petri Nets describe the process as a set of
transitions (activities, tasks) that are
connected with places. A place in the
Petri Net can contain any number of
tokens that represent available resources
or occurrences of appropriate event.
Whenever all the places preceding any
transition are active (they contain at least
one token), the transition can be
performed. By firing the transition one
token from each preceding place is taken
away and at the same time one token is
generated to every following place. This
changes the state of the process that is
described by the number of tokens in
each place. Simulation in Petri Nets is a
sequence of these atomic state changes
and thus corresponds to the discrete
event type of simulation.
3.1 Basic models of the BPM Method
Modeling and simulation of software
processes and business processes in
general presents some specific problems
which lead to the creation of specialized
modeling methods. BPM Method ([7],
[24], [25]) is one of these methods that is
based on the Petri Nets approach and is
used in the case study presented in this
paper. BPM Method looks at the three
elemental views of the process –
architecture of the process, objects and
resources utilized in the process and the
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behavior of the process. Each of these
aspects is described by one of the
models included in the BPM Method.
Functional model identifies the process
architecture and its customers and
products. The primary focus of the
functional model is to answer which
processes are cooperating with the main
process and which subprocesses are used
to perform specific tasks in the main
process. This model isn't needed for the
simulation because it just describes the
overall architecture of the process, not
the exact sequence of steps performed in
the process.
Object model identifies static structure
of all objects and resources that are
essential for the enactment of the
process. This model captures all workers
employed in the process and their
communication channels. It also
contains information about all artifacts
(documents, products, material, etc.) that
are manipulated or created in the
process. Each worker and artifact can be
characterized by various optional
attributes. This model is useful for the
simulation purposes because it contains
important information about the abilities
and properties of the workers and
artifacts that can be utilized in the
simulation.
Coordination model specifies the
behavior of the process as a sequence of
activities, what resources the activities
demand and which artifacts are
consumed and produced. Alternative
flow in the coordination model is
enabled by multiple activity scenarios
and concurrency of the activities can
also be modeled. Complex activity
chains can be substituted by sub
processes allowing hierarchisation that

helps to clarify the process. This model
is based on the Petri Nets formalism and
is the most important part of the
simulation.
3.2 Coordination Diagram
Each of these three models can be
visualized by the appropriate type of
diagram – Functional diagram, Object
diagram and Coordination diagram. The
most important in terms of simulating
the process is the Coordination diagram
and its basic elements are described in
table 1.
To provide an example of the
Coordination diagram a small part of the
process used in the case study presented
in this paper is modeled in figure 1.

Figure 1. Coordination diagram

This diagram describes a part of the
Software Construction subprocess. The
first modeling element at the top of
diagram shows the interface with the
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main
process
called
Software
Development. This modeling element
allows for the hierarchisation of the
model. The Designer and Developer
places are the human resources that
come from the main process and Task
place defines the appropriate artifact.
When the Task is created and the
Developer resource is available the
Construction activity can be performed.
By completing this activity the state of
the Task changes to implemented, new
System block is created and the
Developer is ready to implement another
task.
Element
Active Object

Passive Object
Activity
Process

Flow
Activity
Scenario

Responsibility
Inhibition

Notation

The subsequent activity is Code
verification that is performed by the
Designer and consumes the implemented
Task and created System block. This
activity can end up in two ways (two
scenarios). The first scenario signifies
that the constructed code is correct and
its outputs are marked by number 1. The
second scenario shows that there were
errors in the implementation and the
process will continue by reporting and
repairing the error. Outputs of the
second scenario are marked by number
2.

Description
Active Object represents any active entity that can
perform activities in the process. These objects are
mainly human resources but can also be active
machines or systems in the process.
Passive Object is any entity manipulated by the
process. These objects are mainly documents, database
records, artifacts, source code, etc.
Activity is any atomic executable process step that
performs some functionality in the process.
Process elements are used for the hierarchisation of
processes because they enable creation of subprocesses
and connected processes on the same level of
hierarchy.
Flow describes required or produced objects of any
activity or connected process. It can also specify in
which state the object is required or produced.
Some activities can be performed in multiple ways
often producing different output objects (or objects in
different states). Activity Scenarios define which
objects are produced by the appropriate scenario of the
activity specified by the number on the Flow element.
Responsibility is a special case of the Flow element
that specifies which Active Object is responsible for
the activity.
Inhibition blocks the start of the inhibited activity
while the appropriate object is present.

Table 1. Basic elements of the Coordination diagram (adopted from [6])
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3.3 Parallelism in the BPM Method
As you can see in this example, activity
scenarios are used to branch the flow
through the process but no specific
modeling elements for parallelism are
contained in the BPM Method. Parallel
flows in the BPM Method can be
modeled in several ways:
─ One activity can be performed
concurrently many times, but each
such activity instance consumes
appropriate input object instances. If
there were for example three
Developers available and five Tasks
created, then the Construction
activity in Figure 1 could be
performed three times concurrently.
Each activity instance would
consume one Developer and one
Task leaving two Tasks for the
Developers that finish their first
Tasks.
─ Every
process
instance
runs
concurrently to other running process
instances be they of the same process
or of another processes. Each process
instance is independent from other
instances and only share common
resources
(for
more
specific
information on shared resources see
chapter Software process simulation
based on the BPM Method).
─ Several different activities in the
same process instance can be
performed in parallel by structuring
the model correctly. The correct
structure is based on the Petri Nets
AND-split where multiple branches
start from one transition (activity)
and AND-join where multiple
branches merge in one transition
(activity). For example activities
Implement Functionality and Create
Test in the simplified example

process in figure 2 can be performed
concurrently because they are both
enabled after activity Specify
Requirement ends and produces its
outputs. At the same time activity
Test Functionality can be performed
only
after
both
Implement
Functionality activity and Create
Test activity are completed.

Figure 2. BPM Method parallelism example

4 SYSTEM DYNAMICS
System dynamics model software
process as a closed-loop version of a
system (figure 3). Input represents
requirements,
specifications
and
resources; otherwise output represents
artifacts. The input is transformed to
output and the operation is influenced by
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a controller that changes the behavior of
the system.
System dynamic simulation approach
was developed by Jay Wright Forrester –
published in [26]. It was adopted for the
software process modeling purpose by
Tarek Abdel-Hamid [12]. This approach
is also named continuous system
modeling because the model is
computed in respect to continuous time.
It is the main difference from discreteevent modeling.
Input

The system is modeled as a structure of
levels connected by flows and
information links. Flows between levels
represent process entities that are
conserved
within
flow
chains.
Information links only provide data from
auxiliary, flow or level to another
auxiliary or flow (figure 4). Individual
events are not tracked; tasks are modeled
by levels and the system could be
described by system differential
equations.

Output

System
Controller

Figure 3. Closed-loop system

Basic elements of the System dynamics
model are described in table 2.
Element

Notation

Level
Source/Sink

Information
Links

Description
Level represents an accumulation over
time – also called a stock or state variable.
Source/sink indicates that flows come
from or go to the external environment of
the process.
Rate (also called flow) effects changes in
levels.

Rate
Auxiliary

Figure 4. Code construction

Only label

Auxiliary is a converter of inputs to
outputs, it helps elaborate the detail of
level and rate structures.
Information Links are used to represent the
information flow that could influence
value of some auxiliary or rate element.

Table 2. Basic elements of System dynamics (adopted from [27])

It has a very simple parallel to the
physical system of water basins (level)
connected with valued pipes (rates).

Pipes could be controlled based on the
level of other water basins or other
computed
factors
(auxiliary).
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Information about control is represented
by an information link. The amount of
level in a specific time T is equal to:
( )

∫ ( ∑

artifacts (requirements, design, source
code, documents, errors, tasks) as value
of levels – it set this apart from Petri net
approach because it does not distinguish
any particular artifact. Transformation or
artifact production is modeled by flows
where time of duration or productivity is
expressed by rate of flow.

( ))

∑

(1)

5 SIMULATION EXAMPLE OF
THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

Functions ( ) represent input flows to
a level, while ( ) represents output
flows.

The model of the process consists of
eight
sub-processes:
Requirement
analysis, Architectural design, Design,
Construction, Testing, Deployment, and
Incident management (figure 5).

The system dynamics approach to
software process modeling represents
BA

BAr

BD

BC

2

1

1

1

Req. analysis

8

Arch. design

Correction of
req. analysis

FBA

Design

3

Correction of
design

FBAr

3

Construction

Testing

Deployment

Incident m.

Correction of
testing

Correction of
construction

FBD

60%

FBC

[70% BA | 40% BAr | 50% BD | 70% BC]

Figure 5. Schema of the process example

The
sub-process,
“Requirement
analysis,” contains two main activities:
“Make Analysis document” and
“Customer review of an Analysis
document”. The first activity creates
eight software features in one step that
are the input to the next activity. The
second one creates two analysis faults
(BA) in one step that simulates the fault
rate of this sub-process.
The next sub-process, “Architectural
design,” consists of one main activity
that is executed for each input feature
that is generated in “Requirement
analysis.” Each execution generates one
fault in architectural analysis (BAr) and
3 system architecture blocks that are
passed to “Design” sub-process.

Each system architecture block from the
previous sub-process is processed in the
sub-process “Software design”. In that
sub-process, three programmers’ tasks
and one design fault (BD) are generated
for each input system architecture block.
Sub-process, “Software construction”, is
one of the most complicated processes in
the model. Basically, the software
construction processes all programmers’
tasks and the result, the source code, is
reviewed by the designer.
The activity that represents the revision
has two scenarios: one for the successful
review which has a probability of 60%
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and one for the unsuccessful revision
with a probability of 40%. Successful
revision generates a source code for the
sub-process “Testing” and one fault
(BC) that was not found in the revision.
The unsuccessful revision returns the
task to programmer and the task has to
be processed again.
The main purpose of the sub-process
“Testing” in the model is decreasing the
number of faults. This sub-process is
separated into two steps represented by
two activities. The first activity is testing
and has two scenarios, both of them with
a probability of 50 percent: one for
failure during the testing and one for the
test without any failures. If there is a
failure, the activity “Select type of fault”
is executed. This activity contains four
scenarios, each for one type of fault:
fault in requirement analysis (FBA),
fault in architectural design (FBAr), fault
in design (FBD) and fault in the source
code (FBC). Each scenario has a
different probability (20%, 10%, 10%,
50%).
The
sub-process,
“Deployment,”
contains the activity build module. The
input to this activity is the tested source
code. The weight of this input is 20-∞,
which means the module is built if and
only if there exists at least 20 tested
source codes or more.
Incident management models and
simulates developed software operation
during usage of the system. Faults could
be identified by the customer – identified
fault is named “failure” – and they are
reported and fixed. Every kind of fault
has a specified probability of
identification (BA – 70%, BAr – 40%,
BD – 50%, BC – 70%). Every fault is
identified as failure (terminology for

“bugs” classification is specified in [28])
or it becomes a hidden fault (it is the
abstraction that is used for simple
simulation of the end of the software
project).
6 SOFTWARE PROCESS
SIMULATION BASED ON THE
BPM METHOD
First we modeled the example of
software process presented in the
previous chapter using the BPM Method
as a representative of the discrete event
simulation
paradigm.
Some
requirements, specifics and mechanisms
set in the example were not supported by
the basic BPM Method so we had to
extend it by a number of new
mechanisms. These extensions are all
supported by various types of Petri Nets
and their properties and so they don't
disturb the formal nature of the method.
6.1 Stochastic durations and scenario
probabilities
The first extension was an addition of
stochastic parameters to activities in the
Coordination
model.
Stochastic
properties were added to the time
duration of activities, their waiting time
duration and their scenario probability.
These parameters and their conversion to
the Petri Nets properties were described
in our paper [29]. In this paper we also
introduced a very important mechanic
for running automatic simulations for
modeled processes to test their
performance for multiple concurrently
running projects. This requirement was
fulfilled by adding the stochastic
parameter to objects in the Coordination
model that defined time intervals
between individual entries of new
customers to the process.
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6.2 Sharing limited resources
But to complete the possibility to run the
performance testing simulations another
extension was also needed – sharing of
limited human and artificial resources in
the process. We managed to implement
this feature by introducing the pools of
limited resources to the objects in the
coordination model. Objects with the
same shared pool are then linked
together and when one of the resources
in the pool is used to perform an activity,
it is taken from all linked objects. When
the activity finishes, the used resource is
returned to the pool and thus returns to
all linked objects. This behavior can be
converted to the Petri Nets formalism
using the fusion places [30].
Fusion places are special places in Petri
Nets that always share all their tokens.
When a token is consumed from any
fusion place, all linked fusion places lose
that token. When a token is added to any
fusion place, all linked fusion places
gain that token.
Each shared pool in the BPM Method
corresponds to a set of linked fusion
places that are shared between all
concurrent simulation instances of the
process. These fusion places are then set
as the input and output places for all
activities that require shared resources
from the appropriate shared pool. figure
6 shows the the Coordination diagram
with shared pools and figure 7 depicts
the corresponding Petri Net with fusion
places. Both Analyst Active Objects in
the Coordination diagram are taken from
the shared pool of analyst resources.
This pool is then represented as a set of
two linked fusion places in the Petri Net
which serve as an input and output place
for the Reuse Architecture and Complete

Architecture activities. Standard places
for both Analyst Active Objects are still
used to ensure correct flow of the
process if they were for example
activated by previous activities.

Analyst
pool

Figure 6. Shared resource pools

Fusion
places

Figure 7. Petri Net with fusion places
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6.3 Chained execution
Notation of the Coordination diagram
can also describe chained execution [31].
Chained execution defines that the same
resource is used to perform several
subsequent activities in one process
instance. In this way the experience
acquired by the resource during the first
activity can be easily reused in
subsequent activities (e.g. when all
activities work with the same set of
data). The BPM Method models the
chained execution by using one object as
an output place for one activity and at
the same time as an input place for
subsequent activity. When this happens
the same shared resource will be used
for both activities. When the process is
modeled as shown in figure 8 and John
Smith as an Analyst is chosen to specify
the requirements, the same John Smith is
then responsible for analyzing these
requirements.

when choosing the resources for all
activities in the chain.
6.4 Weighted flows
The last extension that we added to the
coordination model is the notion of
weighted flows. Arcs in Petri Nets can
be weighted by any natural number and
this defines how many tokens are
consumed from the input place or
produced to the output place when the
transition is fired. The BPM Method’s
flows didn't have this possibility but it is
very useful in describing software
processes. An example of the weighted
flow can be seen in figure 9 where the
Release is built only when there are 10
Features ready.

Figure 9. Weighted flows

We implemented all these extensions
into the BPStudio software tool [6] used
for modeling, simulation and enactment
of the processes based on the BPM
Method approach and used it for the
simulation of the software process
example specified in the previous
chapter.
6.5 Simulation Experiment

Figure 8. Chained Execution

Chained execution can be easily
converted to a Petri Net by adopting
some colored properties (Colored Petri
Nets [32]), coloring the chained shared
resource and then matching the color

A simulation experiment with the BPM
examines one pass through the process.
A dependency between a number of
work products (tokens in given places)
and time is demonstrated in figure 10.
These artifacts are inspected: Task (for
programmers), Faults (not processed),
Failures (discovered fault), Hidden faults
(these faults have no chance for
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discovering), and Built software (every
finished build).
200
Task
150
Tokens

Faults

100

Failures

50

Hidden
faults
Build
software

0
0

200

400

600

800

Time [hours]

Figure 10. BPM simulation results

A different kind of information is
expressed – about a schedule and
quality. Three main milestones can be
defined in graph – programmers have
started to implement (50 h) requirement analysis is finished and a
number of tasks starts increasing, when
implementation phase is finished (210
h) – a number of task stops increasing
and keeps near to zero value, because
customer operates software and incidents
are fixed, and when software operation
is stabilized (810 h) - number of
software builds stops increasing and no
other fault could be identified.
BPM simulation use stochastic generator
for scenario selection and activity
duration, that’s make each run of
simulation unique. For 500 runs
software operation is stabilized in
range 557h – 1005h with mean in 768h
and the total number of failures on end
of simulation is in range 110 – 180 with
mean in 147.
Software quality is expressed by number
of hidden and discovered failures.

6.6 Human Resource Utilization
The BPM Method is also able to
describe human resource utilization in
the process thanks to the shared
resources extensions we added to the
method. It is therefore possible to
simulate the process with varying
number of available human resources
and choose the best balance between the
number of resources and their utilization.
This resource utilization is measured by
simple counting up the time when the
resource is performing any activity.
Utilization is an interesting result of the
simulation but it isn't very useful in
optimizing the performance of the
process. When optimizing the number of
resources in the process we aren't
interested in answering how long one
resource was doing something in the
process, but rather how long did we have
to wait for the resource when we needed
it to perform another activity. One
resource can't perform two activities at
the same time but processes run
concurrently and they very often need
the same resource to be able to continue
their run (e.g. one developer is needed to
implement a new feature to one system
and at the same time needs to repair a
fault in another system). When this
happens the resource somehow has to
perform these tasks sequentially:
─ finish the first task and then start the
second one, or
─ pause the first task and return to it
after finishing the second one, or
─ switch back and forth between these
tasks.
In either way one task will have to wait
for the completion of the other (or partial
completion in the case of the third
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To show an example of the utilization
and waiting time we made a simulation
experiment on the modeled software
process. The simulation was set to two
customer entries and the second entry
came to the process a week after the
first. The implementation team consisted
of one change manager, three
developers, two designers, one project
manager, one analyst and one tester.
Results of this simulation are shown in
figure 11.

Duration [days]

100

Utilization

wait the most for the availability of these
resources.
But how much would the process benefit
if additional resources were hired? This
question can be answered by running
simulations with varying number of
resources and comparing the utilization
results. A following experiment was
performed with the same parameters as
the former, only the number of
developer resources were changed to
find the right balance between the
number of developers and their
utilization. Results of this experiment are
shown in figure 12.
Total Duration

Average Utilization

Average Waiting Time

350
Duration [days]

option). It is therefore important to be
able to simulate and measure these
waiting times. The BPM Method can
easily model this, but is able to model
only the first sequencing option (i.e.
finish the first task and then start the
second one). Whenever an activity is
enabled but the resource isn't available,
the BPM Method counts and notes the
time needed for the resource to become
available to perform the activity. Total
waiting time for one resource is then just
a sum of these noted times for this
appropriate resource.

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
Number of Developers

10

15

Figure 12. Process performance related to the
number of developer resources

Waiting Time

80
60
40
20
0

Developer1 Developer3 Designer2
Analyst
Ch.Manager Developer2 Designer1 Pr.Manager Tester

Figure 11. Utilization and Waiting time of
human resources

These results show that the most utilized
resources are the developers and
designers (two designers combined are
more utilized than one tester). At the
same time, the waiting time shows that
this team could profit by hiring another
developer because the process had to

The utilizations and waiting times of
each resource in one role are very
similar as seen in figure 11, so we used
the average value to visualize the graph.
This similarity is caused by the fact that
all resources have the same properties in
the BPM Method. But in reality every
human resource is different with diverse
sets of abilities and skills and this could
be integrated into models and
simulations.
Results depicted in figure 12 show that
the process is highly parallel for a small
number of developers, because the
utilization of developers is only a bit
lower than the total duration of the
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process. This property starts to degrade
at approximately 5 developers in the
team. The next indicator could be the
rate of total duration reduction that starts
to stagnate at about 6 developers. If we
wanted to minimize the waiting time, the
ideal number would be 15 developers,
but at this point the developers are
highly underutilized.
7 SOFTWARE PROCESS
SIMULATION BASED ON
SYSTEM DYNAMICS
Example implementation with system
dynamics is different to the previous due
to the mentioned differences. Modeling
of specific construction will follow. In
advance, system dynamics don’t use
stochastic parameters. This condition is
fulfilled by the substitution of stochastic
parameters with their means – activity
duration and number of generated
artifacts.

duration and the number of participating
employees:
(2)
The second flow means the production
of a new artifact (Tasks) and its rate
depends on rate of the first one and
artifact productivity - number of output
artifacts created from one input artifact:

(3)
In advance, the rate of first flow should
be controlled to ensure the nonnegative
values of the input level:

{

(4)

7.1 Activities and Artifacts
The number of artifacts is modeled with
levels:
Required_features,
System_architecture_blocks,
Tasks,
Revised_source_code etc. Activities
transforming input artifacts to output
ones are represented by two co-flows (p.
165 in [27]) connected to specific level
variables. There is an example of an
activity named Design in figure 13. This
activity represents the creation of the
detailed design based on designed
system blocks. The detailed design is
represented directly by the artifact Task
that is processed in the activity
Code_construction. The first flow
represents processing of input artifacts
(System_architecture_blocks created in
Architecture_design activity) and is
influenced by the mean value of activity

Figure 13. Design

7.2 Fault generation
A very similar concept is applied to the
fault generation. There exists one flow
for every kind of fault. These flows
depend on production of a specific
artifact. Productivity means in that case
how many faults are produced during the
production of output tasks. Faults are
aggregated by specific level variables –
see figure 14.
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{

(6)

In the case of a different duration of
scenarios ( for scenario without error,
for scenario with error), instead of
duration,
the
parameter
average_duration is used, expressing
average duration of one element of
production:

Figure 14. Error production

7.3 Activity Scenarios
Different scenarios are modeled by
different flows (situation named split
flow process on p. 165 in [27]). The
probability of every scenario defines the
coefficient that is used for representing
flow. There is an example of two
scenarios during code revision in figure
15.

(7)
The scenario for code revision without
faults has a duration of 0.375 hours and
the probability of occurrence is 60%
while a scenario with a bug has 0.292
hours and a probability of 40%. The
Nominal_duration is equal to

(8)
It leads to flow rates:

{

(9)

Each scenario has its own separate flow.
Code revision without error has a
probability of 60% ( ) and code
revision with error has a probability of
40% ( ). For simplicity, we consider
the same duration for both scenarios.
The flow rate is defined for each
scenario:

{

(10)

{

The main benefit of system dynamics
use for simulation is the continuous
change of simulation parameters. For
demonstration purposes, we identify the

Figure 15. Code revision - split flow process

(5)

7.4 Changing productivity of
developers
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productivity of developers during code
construction as a changing parameter
based on their skills. A course of
productivity curve is often named a
learning curve and is traditionally
defined in terms of unit costs of
production. The flow rate for the code
construction activity is defined:

(11)
The most widely used representation for
learning curves is called the log-linear
learning curve, expressed as (mentioned
on page 230 in [27]):
(12)
An attribute a is the cost of the first unit,
x is cumulative output, and n is the
learning curve slope. The slope is related
to the learning rate expressed in a
percentage (value from interval <0, 1>)
and it defines that cost scales by p% for
every doubling of accumulative output.
After it, for slope is true:

failures, and at the time the
implementation
ends
(the
BPM
simulation provides 200 while the SD
provides 230). The progression of the
amount of faults ranges from 0 to 210
hours because the BPM model counts all
faults and after the first build of software
deployed to the customer (after 210h),
some of the faults are categorized as
hidden. From this point, the progression
of the SD is similar. The SD provides
continuous modeling and the amount of
build software is greater than zero (float
number) much earlier than in the BPM
simulation because the BPM uses an
integer number and the number of the
build software is increased from 0 to 1
after 216 hours. The amount of build
software is an important value because a
value greater than 0 is a condition for
incident management to produce
incidents from customers. Reported
incidents increase the number failures
and the number of tasks.

(13)
Cumulative output is equal to the
number of produced units of source code
increased by one (cumulative output
express the number of already produced
units).
7.5 Simulation Experiment
We will construct a graph with results
for similar artifacts as was mentioned
previously. The constructed graph is in
figure 16. The results are very similar to
the BPM. The main difference is in the
progression of the amount of faults and

Figure 16. System dynamics result

Different results are displayed when the
model of the learning curve is enabled
(figure 17). The implementation phase is
finished after 170 hours but the software
operation is stabilized in almost the same
time as in the previous model. It
indicates that the productivity of
programmers only has an influence on
the implementation phase, while it is not
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bottleneck according to the duration of
the whole project.

Figure 17. Simulation with learning curve

8 COMPARISON OF THE BPM
METHOD AND SYSTEM
DYNAMICS
The results of both experiments were
similar and both methods proved their
abilities in simulating the software
process. Regardless, each method has a
very different approach to the modeling
with its own specific advantages and
problems.
The BPM Method
characteristics:

has

following

─ Its models exactly describe the real
sequence of activities performed in
the process and can be easily fine
grained by hierarchisation. However
this detailed specification can
backfire because the processes tend
to be very complex and every
activity is important. This is
particularly relevant for simulations
because to acquire accurate results
the model has to be very detailed.
This can lead to enormous diagrams
that are hard to read and manage.
─ It is very useful in the management
of specific resources in the process
and their utilization. Each resource

and customer request in the process
can have different properties and
abilities and this can be used in
controlling the flow in the process
and choosing the right resource for
the job.
─ It can very easily sample simulation
parameters from any kind of
stochastic distributions only when
they are needed (i.e. when
performing a process step that
depends on the parameter).
─ The underlying Petri Nets formalism
provides the means to verify and
enact the modeled process.
─ Dynamic parameters (such as
knowledge and continuous learning
and
improvement
of
human
resources, error rate, etc.) and related
parameters (such as relation of the
workers’ skills and activity duration,
error rate, etc.) are difficult to
describe using the BPM Method.
The System Dynamics method provides
following possibilities:
─ It can be used on a more abstract
level than the BPM Method and
doesn't need to be so specific. This is
made possible by its continuous
approach to everything in the
process.
─ It is very useful for its feedback
options that can influence various
related parameters of the process like
learning and improvement during the
process, communication overhead,
error rates and even increasing
experience of human resources.
─ Everything is continuous, even the
creation of all artifacts in the process.
This could be used for starting the
following parts of the process even
when the needed artifact hasn’t been
finished yet. For example the
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implementation phase could start
shortly after beginning the design
phase, because there is already a part
of the design that could be
implemented. This is of course
possible in the BPM Method as well,
but the model has to be specifically
designed to behave that way and
create partial artifacts to be
processed further.
─ Discrete process steps and complex
sequences
of
strictly limited
activities are difficult to describe
using System Dynamics. It is also
difficult to implement stochastic
behavior to the System Dynamics
models.
9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
In this paper we described and compared
two different approaches to software
process simulation – BPM Method as a
representative
of
discrete
event
simulation and system dynamics for
continuous simulations. Even though
both approaches can be very effectively
used for simulating software processes
they vary in the modeling difficulty and
they serve different purposes thanks to
their inherent advantages. We therefore
compared the specifics of these
simulation techniques to support the
decisions of using one or the other and
presented these specifics on the
simulation example of the software
process. System dynamics turned out
better suited for strategic level
simulations and BPM Method is more
useful in performing simulations on
lower, more detailed levels – operational
and tactical.
The System Dynamics model of the
software process experiment in this

paper was designed to behave similarly
to the BPM Method model to provide
better
comparison
of
modeling
possibilities and difficulties. But the
model could be enhanced further by
additional parameters and by changing
existing parameters (delay, error rate,
productivity) during the simulation
based on actual situation. This was
partially shown in the simulation
experiment by introducing the learning
curve for productivity. By choosing right
attributes and their influence on the
process the System Dynamics could
perform better as a model for supporting
and validating strategic decisions and we
plan to apply it to the software process
and then compare the results with real
values of the process.
On the BPM Method side our future
research will specialize on one of the
greatest advantages of the discrete event
models – ability to work with specific
instances of resources and their
influence on the process. Our next step is
individualizing human resources with
their skills and competencies and find
how their experience changes their
productivity and error rate. This could
also include skills learning feedback on
the human resources level based on the
learning-by-doing approach [33].
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